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Monthly Commentary on Markets – October 2021
As we head into year end, equity markets have stabilized with major indices now up
double digits for 2021. Interest rates are on the rise as more eyes shift towards the Fed
with expectations of tapering this year and the timeline for raising rates next year. We
believe the greatest domestic risk lies with inflation which we see across many areas –
consumer goods, automobiles, housing, and wages. The Fed is likely to accelerate its
timeline for raising rates should this trend continue. We believe that as government aid
programs expire and as the global supply chain stabilizes, we will be seeing pricing
pressure subside and inflation will return to its long-term historical average. With
concerns around the recovery of emerging markets, regulatory risk in China, and
interest rate risk in fixed income, we believe US Equities may have favorable returns
compared to all other asset classes.
We believe the most value lies in companies exhibiting innovation and disruption within
their industries. This theme has been a focus and driving force in our active investment
management decisions for several years. We believe these companies will drive a new
era for profitability and growth. Our active approach focuses on innovation and
disruption in the following areas, as well as sub-trends that may be incorporated:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Consumer Products & Services – medical marijuana, sports gambling, e-dating,
food delivery, alternative meats
Bioinformatics, Genomics, and Medical Devices – genomic modification, rare
disease research and solutions, device patents
Financial Services Innovation and Technology – blockchain adoption, payment
processing, financial service enhancement
Security & Big Data – cloud computing, cybersecurity
Robotics & Artificial Intelligence – autonomous driving technology, industrial
innovation
Energy & Infrastructure – clean energy, lithium & battery technology, data
centers, 5G expansion

Markets are constantly in a state of change. As active portfolio managers, we must
adapt with modern solutions to the portfolio management process. To learn more,
please reach out to your financial advisor.
Be Well,
The Seventy2 Capital Team
Equity securities are subject to market risk which means their value may fluctuate in response to general economic and market conditions, the
prospects of individual companies, and industry sectors. Investments in equity securities are generally more volatile than other types of
securities.
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The opinions expressed here reflect the judgment of the author as of the date of the report and are subject to change without notice. The
material has been prepared or is distributed solely for information purposes and is not a solicitation or an offer to buy any security or
instrument or to participate in any trading strategy. Additional information is available upon request. Past performance is not a guarantee of
future results. Stocks offer long-term growth potential but may fluctuate more and provide less current income than other investments. An
investment in the stock market should be made with an understanding of the risks associated with common stocks, including market
fluctuations.
All investing involves some degree of risk, whether it is associated with market volatility, purchasing power or a specific security, including the
possible loss of principal.
Investment products and services are offered through Wells Fargo Advisors Financial Network, LLC (WFAFN), Member SIPC. Any other
referenced entity is separate from WFAFN. CAR-1021-03979
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